ACL-08: HLT combines the Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) with the Human Language Technology Conference (HLT) of the North American Chapter of the ACL. The conference covers a broad spectrum of disciplines working towards enabling intelligent systems to interact with humans using natural language, and towards enhancing human-human communication through services such as speech recognition, automatic translation, information retrieval, text summarization, and information extraction. The conference is organized by the Association for Computational Linguistics, in cooperation with The North American Chapter of the ACL.

Tutorials: June 15, 2007

- Introduction to Computational Advertising
- Building Practical Spoken Dialog Systems
- Semi-supervised Learning for Natural Language Processing
- Advanced Online Learning for Natural Language Processing
- Interactive Visualization for Computational Linguistics
- Speech Technology from Research to Industry

Main Program: June 16-18, 2007

Workshops: June 19-20, 2007

- SIGDIAL, ACL08-SIGDIAL
- BioNLP, ACL08-BioNLP
- Mobile Language Processing
- Software Engineering, Testing & Quality Assurance for NLP, ACL08-NLP-Software
- Semantic Evaluations: Recent Achievements & Future Directions, ACL08-Semantic-Evaluation
- Issues in Teaching Computational Linguistics, ACL08-Teaching-CL
- Workshop on German Parsing
- Statistical Machine Translation, ACL08-SMT
- Syntax & Structure in Statistical Translation, ACL08-SSST
- Innovative Use of NLP for Building Educational Applications, ACL08-NLP-Education
- Computational Morphology & Phonology (SIGMORPHON)

General Conference Chair
Kathleen McKeown, Columbia University
acl08chair@ling.osu.edu

http://www.acl2008.org